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	This ninth edition of Digital Electronics: A Practical Approach with VHDL provides

	the fundamentals of digital circuitry to students in engineering and technology curricula.

	The digital circuits are introduced using fixed-function 7400 ICs and evolve into

	FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) programmed with VHDL (VHSIC Hardware

	Description Language). (Note: Those schools not wishing to develop logic using

	VHDL and FPGAs can completely skip those sections of the textbook without affecting

	the continuity of the remainder of the text, which describes logic design and implementation

	using 7400-series ICs.)





	Coverage begins with the basic logic gates used to perform arithmetic operations

	and proceeds through sequential logic and memory circuits used to interface to modern

	PCs. Professor Kleitz uses his vast experience of teaching electronics online and in

	class from his best-selling textbooks to know what it takes for an entry-level student to

	be brought up to speed in this emerging field. It was important to design this new textbook

	to present practical examples, be easy to read, and provide all of the information

	necessary for motivated students to teach themselves this new subject matter. This

	makes it ideal for learning in an online environment as well as from conventional inclass

	lectures.





	Digital electronic ICs (integrated circuits) and FPGAs are the “brains” behind

	common microprocessor-based systems such as those found in automobiles, personal

	computers, and automated factory control systems. The most exciting recent development

	in this field is that students now have the choice to design, simulate, and implement

	their circuits using a programming language called VHDL instead of wiring

	individual gates and devices to achieve the required function.





	Each topic area in this text consistently follows a very specific sequence of steps,

	making the transition from problem definition, to practical example, to logic IC implementation,

	to VHDL and FPGA implementation. To accomplish this, the text first introduces

	the theory of operation of the digital logic and then implements the design in

	integrated circuit form (see Figure P–1). Once the fixed-function IC logic is thoroughly

	explained, the next step is to implement the design as a graphic design file and then to

	implement it using the VHDL hardware descriptive language, all within the free version

	of the Altera Quartus® II development software. Several examples are used to bolster

	the student’s understanding of the subject before moving on to system-level design and

	troubleshooting applications of the logic. This step-by-step method has proven over the

	years to be the most effective method to build the fundamental understanding of digital

	electronics before proceeding to implement the logic design in VHDL.





	The Altera Quartus® II software is a free download that allows students to either

	graphically design their circuit by drawing the logic (using logic gates or 7400 macrofunctions)

	or use VHDL to define their logic. The design can then be simulated on a

	PC before using the same software to download the logic to an FPGA on one of the

	commercially available FPGA programmer boards, such as the Altera DE2 illustrated

	in this text.
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Challenging Mathematical Problems With Elementary Solutions, Vol. 1Dover Publications, 1987

Over 170 challenging problems ranging from the relatively simple to the extremely difficult. Volume 1 contains 100 problems on probability theory and combinatorial analysis.



This book is the first of a two-volume translation and adaptation of a well-known Russian problem book entitled Non-Elementary Problems in an...
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Oracle General Ledger Guide: Implement a Highly Automated Financial Processing System (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
From being a user to an implementer, an executive to a clerk, I am a firm believer in utilizing business systems to achieve the wealth of information required to run businesses today. The systems that support corporations today are not the columnar ledgers of our ancestors. They are robust and provide in-depth insight into an...
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Barrier Systems for Environmental Contaminant Containment and TreatmentCRC Press, 2005

	Containment and permeable reactive barriers have come full circle as an acceptable environmental control technology during the past 30 years. As interest shifted back toward containment in the 1990s, the industry found itself relying largely on pre-1980s technology. Fortunately, in the past 10 years important advances have occurred in several...
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Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics: From Air Pollution to Climate ChangeJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
The only single-source reference available on atmospheric chemistry, aerosols, and atmospheric models
This fully revised and expanded version of John H. Seinfeld's successful Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics of Air Pollution provides a rigorous, comprehensive treatment of the chemistry of the atmosphere. With new chapters on such important...
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Expert Python Programming: Become a master in Python by learning coding best practices and advanced programming concepts in Python 3.7, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Refine your Python programming skills and build professional grade applications with this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			Create manageable code that can run in various environments with different sets of dependencies
	
			Implement effective Python data structures and...
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Flash Math CreativityFriends of Ed, 2003

	It all revolves around Flash and math. It's what you do in your spare time: just take little ideas and mess around with them. This is a book of inspiration, beautiful enough to leave on the coffee table, but addictive enough to keep by your computer and sneak out while no-one's looking so you can go back to that movie that you were...
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